
Specifications

Article number WGS-INEOS

Price Price starts from €85,-

Dimensions Width: 732mm
Height: 295mm

Suitable for INEOS - INEOS Grenadier
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Add-on: window guard
for a sliding window

Protect your INEOS Grenadier with the custom

window guard from Explore Glazing. Specifically

designed for the sliding windows of Explore

Glazing, this guard is a crucial accessory to

enhance the safety of your vehicle, protect the

glass, and guarantee the safety of your pets, while

enjoying optimal ventilation.



Add-on: window guard for a sliding window

Enhance the protection of your INEOS Grenadier with the window guard from Explore Glazing. This
guard has been exclusively developed for the sliding windows by Explore Glazing, ensuring a
seamless integration with the aluminum window profile. It is an indispensable accessory to ward off
break-ins, protect the glass, and maintain the safety of pets, allowing you to enjoy the tranquil and
refreshing ambiance of an open-air ride.

Break-in Protection: The durable design acts as a powerful deterrent for potential intruders.
Glass Protection: Protects the window against impacts and scratches.
Pet Safety: Prevents pets from sticking their heads out, reducing the risk of injury during the
journey.
Ventilation Retention: Allows you to enjoy fresh air.

Key Features:

Custom-made Design: Carefully adapted to the contours of the sliding window.
Secure Attachment: Attaches directly to the window profile, avoiding any damage or rust to the
bodywork and preserving the possibility to easily return to the original state.
Break-in Protection: By using the included M5*12 torx security screws, removal is prevented
without the proper tool.
Material: Made of a 3 mm aluminum plate, with an industrial black powder coating (Color
RAL9005) like the other products from Explore Glazing.

Note: The window guard is delivered unassembled.
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Installation

When attaching the window guard to the sliding windows of your INEOS Grenadier, use the included
M5*12 torx security screws to ensure that it cannot be removed from the outside without the proper
tool.

A mounting kit is essential for installation. This kit is not included as standard, but is offered with your
quote request and includes:

Drill 4.2
Drill 5.0
Tap M5
Torx bit (tamper-proof)

Enhance the safety of your INEOS Grenadier with our window guard designed for the sliding windows
of Explore Glazing.

It is important that the Explore Glazing products are assembled correctly and safely. Careless
assembly can lead to accidents and serious damage and / or injury to you or others. If you
have no technical experience or are not familiar with the general assembly instructions, we
recommend that you have our products assembled by a professional company.

Check out our Youtube channel for installation videos or download our installation guide:

@ExploreGlazing
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https://www.youtube.com/@ExploreGlazing
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